
Installation
PortaPath is designed to be installed over grass, gravel,
sand, dirt, and mud. No ground preparation is required
for athletic fields or other level and consistent surfaces.
It is recommended that a survey of the installation site
be done prior to installation of PortaPath. Larger stones,
rocks and obstacles should be removed. While
PortaPath will span smaller indentations and
gradations, it is recommended that large holes be
covered or filled with sand to create a more level
finished floor.

It is advisable to use rolling carts, pallet jacks and/or
forklifts where possible to facilitate rapid placement of
material. Specific attention should be paid to site
access and strategic placement of material pallets to
minimize the distance travelled between material pallets
and the installation area.

Connecting Individual PortaPath Modules

PortaPath Specifications

Material: High Impact UV protected polypropylene

Tile Size: 311mm x 85mm x 16mm

Weight: 3.7kg/sq m

Loading: 2000kg

Working Temperature: -10° C - 40° C 

Fire Rating: NFP92-501 Espiradiateur Test M4
Fire Fighting Measures:water, foam, carbon dioxide, 
dry powder.
Sensitization: Polypropylene is not considered to be 
a skin or eye sensitizer at room temperature.

Disposal: 100% can be recycled.
Waste Code: 070213 (waste plastics)

120105 (plastic shavings / turnings)

Cleaning
Care should be taken to ensure that the both sides of
the tiles are cleaned using cold water and a pressure
washer.

Installing on Grass
It is recommended that grass surfaces be cut short just
prior to installation. Grass may be watered before
installation but it is recommended that the grass be
allowed to dry before deploying PortaPath. Upon
removal of PortaPath, simply rake grass to facilitate
rapid rebound.

PortaPath Information Sheet

PortaPath creates strong, seamless, temporary pedestrian pathways
and flooring in marquees and other event venues.
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Separation unit can be
supplied for dismantling
large areas
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